
Heavy duty automatic rollovers for fleets
and commercial washing 

YOUR HEAVY DUTY WASHING PARTNER



We introduce KUBE and PROGRESS, our latest additions to the line of automatic commercial washing equipment 

HEAVYWASH by ISTOBAL. 

The HEAVYWASH line has been designed with the latest washing and communication technologies always taking 

into account the particular demands of the commercial sector: compact cleaning equipment with a robust design and 

reliable mechanics to guarantee an efficient wash of your fleet of commercial vehicles.    

Both models are available in four different heights to meet your specific needs for vans, tractor & trailer, buses, 

coaches or specialty vehicles, with friction and high pressure wash capabilities. This versatility and modern use of 

technology allows operators to purchase one machine that will wash pick up trucks, utility trucks, tractor trailers and 

even tankers efficiently.

HEAVYWASH: PRODUCTIVE - RELIABLE  - FLEXIBLE!
 



  A strong cube shaped frame is made of hot dipped galvanized steel - optional powder coating available in 
numerous colors

  Amperage sensing brushes are electronically driven and controlled and can criss cross in the center to eliminate 
skunk tail striping

  The front and rear brush overlapping can be activated or deactivated on each wash program

  Vertical brushes front tilting (option)

  Flexible program and functions configuration chosen by the customer

  Operator’s control box features a touch screen that allows operators to select and easily configure wash programs, 
monitor wash functions and review operating information and history clearly

  Travel speed is controlled by an adjustable variable speed frequency converter

  Special wash functions are available for safely and effectively washing vehicles with panoramic wide mirrors

  Horizontal brush is an option for both the Kube and the Progress providing
 cleaning for front and rear of vehicles

STANDARD FEATURES HW-Kube

STANDARD FEATURES HW-Progress

PROGRESS

  A strong cube shaped frame is made of hot dipped galvanized steel - optional powder 
coating available in numerous colors

  Extremely reliable vertical brushes with pneumatic control and dual shock absorption 
safety system  

  Travel speed is controlled by an adjustable variable speed frequency converter

  Operator’s control box features a touch screen that allows operators to select and 
easily configure wash programs, monitor wash functions and review operating 
information and history clearly

  Wash programs can be simply selected from the operators control box or an optional 
push button control pad

  Wash program selection by configuration and type of vehicle or pre-set by the operator

  Special wash functions are available for safely and effectively washing vehicles with 
panoramic wide mirrors

  Horizontal brush is an option for both the Kube and the Progress providing cleaning 
for front and rear of vehicles



HIGH PRESSURE SIDE HORIZONTAL BRUSHREMOTE CONTROL BOX HIGH PRESSURE TOP

- Adjustable and oscillating power nozzles are
  motor driven 

- 40 power nozzles are divided into 10 groups for targeted 
intense cleaning:
16 nozzles are grouped for intense cleaning focused along 
rails and rocker panels
24 fan jet nozzles are used to evenly clean the upper part 
of the sides  

- High pressure up to 70 bars/1050 PSI with piston pump

-  Direct drive by flat belts

-  Built in dual safety system for slack belts

-  Speed controlled by frequency converter 

-  Length of travel variable by program selection

-  Special wash functions for panoramic mirrors

- Touch screen

- Brush operation switches

- Manual movement buttons

- 8 program selection buttons

- Stainless steel screen protector   

-  Adjusts to 5 different angles controlled by VFD

-  16 nozzles are bundled into 4 groups for

   precise targeted cleaning 

-  High pressure up to 70 bars /1050 PSI with

   piston pump

-  Speed variable by frequency converter 

WASH HEIGHT*

WASH WIDTH*

LENGTH OF RAILS**

WIDTH OF MACHINE

HEIGHT OF MACHINE*

 3.610 - 3.880 / 11’ 10” - 12’ 9”

2.830 / 9’ 3”

24.000 / 78’ 9”

4.590 - 4.780 / 15’ 1” - 15’ 8”

4.740 / 15’ 7”

3.730 - 4.000 / 12’ 3” - 13’ 1”

2.830 / 9’ 3”

24.000 / 78’ 9” 

4.710 - 4.900 / 15’ 6” - 16” 1’

4.740/ 15’ 7”

4.230 - 4.500 / 13’ 11” - 14’ 9”

2.830 / 9’ 3”

24.000 / 78’ 9”  

5.210 - 5.400 / 17’ 1” - 17’ 9”

4.740 / 15’ 7”

 4.730 - 5.000 / 15’ 6” - 16’ 5”

2.830 / 9’ 3”

24.000 / 78’ 9” 

5.710 - 5.900 / 18’ 9” - 19’ 4”

4.740 / 15’ 7”

WASH DIMENSIONS FOR KUBE AND PROGRESS

***All measurements in millimeters / feet and inches are rounded
* With brushes 1.000 mm.
** Standard length 24 m/78’ 9’’ ft.  Additional rails can be added in 3 m/10 ft. sections.
***Please convert meters to fractions for accurate and precise measurements.

HWK/P

NOTE: ISTOBAL, S.A. reserves the right to undertake any change for products improvement.
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ISTOBAL, S.A.
Avda. Conde del Serrallo, 10
46250 L’Alcúdia (Valencia) España
T +34 962997940   •   F +34 962997991
istobal@istobal.com • www.istobal.com


